
Colin a finalist in top science awards 
by Sue McKenna & 

Neil Burrows 

THE Australian Museum Eureka 
Prizes are recognised as Australia's 
most comprehensive and coveted 
science awards. They were 
launched in 1990 to reward excel
lence in Australian science and 
raise the profile of science in the 
community. 

Of the 13 categories, the Royal 
Botanic Gardens (Sydney) Eureka 
Prize for Biodiversity Research is 
awarded to an individual, team or 
organisation for innovative scientific 
research that makes an outstanding 
contribution to the conservation of 
Australia's biodiversity. 

.C:ALMScience senior research sci

.ist in Biodiversity Conservation, 
Colin Yates, and Professor Richard 
Hobbs (Environmental Science, 
Murdoch University) were among the 
four finalists in this category of the 
prestigious Eureka Prizes. 

their conservation celebrated by 
many." 

Hundreds of farmers, land care 
groups and management agencies are 
now using the book's Woodlands 
Tool Kit to restore degraded wood
lands and regenerate plants. 

"The conversion of temperate 
eucalypt woodlands into agricultural 
lands represented one of the 
most significant vegetation 
changes in Australian history," Colin 
said. 

"The widespread clearing of these 
ecosystems resulted in a massive loss 
of biological diversity and wide
spread land degradation." 

The project started by the identifi
cation of the factors that had caused 
the degradation , enabling universal 
restoration guidelines to be devel
oped . 

The duo 's work was assisted by 
scientists, land managers, policy 
makers and the general public. 

The nomination was for their co
operative research focusing on the 
conservation of temperate eucalypt 
woodlands across Australia, and on 
the experimental restoration of 
degraded woodlands in Western 
Australia. This culminated in a syn
thesis of the research in a book edited 
by Colin and Richard, Temperate 
Eucalypt Woodlands in Australia. 

CALM Herbarium principal research scientist David Coates (right) points out that Colin Yates is the one we should 
admire, and that the book Colin is holding is the one that contributed to his recent success in the highly coveted 
Australian Museum Eureka Prizes. Meanwhile, CALMScience principal research scientist Margaret Byrne 

Colin Yates has worked at CALM 
for two years, designing, implement
ing and co-ordinating research into 
critically endangered flora to assist 
their recovery. Before working for 
CALM, he won the CSIRO Post
Doctoral Fellowship to develop tech
niques and guidelines to restore 
degraded remnant salmon gum wood
lands. 

is content to look hugely impressed. Photo by Verna Costello 

of a woodlands management guide
line. 

The project has brought together 
information on Australian woodlands; 
identified gaps in our knowledge and 
has culminated in the development 

"These woodlands are the quintes
sential image of the Australian bush, 

celebrated in art and literature, as 
well as being important biologically," 
Colin said. 

"Their loss would be lamented and 
The Award presentations appeared 

on ABC te levision in mid-May. 

Tribute paid to John Dorlandt 
ON April 6, CALM lost 
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CALM Bush Rangers visit France and Gallipoli 
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Lisa Rogowsf...')' (left) and Chenelle Davies. 

IT was undoubtedly one of 
the most exciting experiences 
when we were selected to rep
resent the Western Australia 
in the Spirit of ANZAC Tour, 
2001. 

The tour was sponsored by 
the Office of Youth Affairs and 
the WA Returned Services 
League, and after many 
months' waiting for our journey 
to begin, we found ourselves at 
last at Perth International 
Airport on the aftenioon of 
April 18. 

Just like the ANZACs who 
embarked on their journey to 
distant lands 86 years ago, we 
too were nervous with excite
ment and unsure of what to 
expect. 

However it soon become 
obvious to us all that we were 

by Lisa Rogowsky & 
Chenelle Davies 

.in the midst of experiencing an 
emotional odyssey that will for
ever burn bright in our memo
ries . 

Our arrival in France was 
heralded by weather not unlike 
that experienced by our soldiers 
in 1916. It was cold and wet, 
with the Somme River over
flowing and the mud deep 
enough to drown in. 

Throughout our travels to 
villages such as Villers
Brettenoux, Poziers and 
Bullecourt (all of infamous 
memory) we were welcomed 
with such warmth and generos
ity that the cold was easily for
gotten. 

The memory of the ANZACs 
is so ingrained in the culture of 
many of these small villages 
near Amiens, that our pride in 
our country grew even stronger. 
Never before had we been 
made to feel so special for 
being Australian. 

Perhaps the most intense, the 
most thought-provoking and 
emotional experience for us all 
was to stand on the beach at 
Gallipoli on April 25 in antici
pation of the Dawn Service. 

To wait and watch in the 
darkness, listening to the water 
lapping and waiting for the sun 
to rise, it was easy to imagine 
the ANZACs just out of sight
also waiting for the light of 
day. Only we were going home 
to our families with memories 
that we would cherish forever. 


